
Choose the best answer.

Select the best answer from the choices provided.
Read each question aloud to the student and mark the response provided.

1 Which of the following is a safe school rule?

A. keep your hands to
yourself

B. shout out your answer C. leave the classroom
anytime

2 Which of the following is a rule that keeps us safe at school?

A. walking in the hallway B. wearing a bike helmet C. sharing food at lunch

3 Which of the following is the most serious consequence for not listening to a teacher in school?

A. playing with a friend B. missing the directions C. having free choice
time

4 Which of the following is a consequence for breaking a school rule?

A. coloring a picture B. getting a sticker C. losing recess time
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Select the best answer from the choices provided.
Read each question aloud to the student and mark the response provided.

5 Is passing out papers a job you would most likely do at school or at home?

A. school B. home

6 Is putting your clothes away a job you would most likely do at school or at home?

A. school B. home

7 Is leading the class line a job you would most likely do at school or at home?

A. school B. home

8 Is walking the dog a job you would most likely do at school or at home?

A. school B. home
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9 Describe your culture by explaining some of the special foods, languages and traditions from your family.
Explain at least one special food you eat at home, any languages that are spoken and a tradition that you do
with your family.   

 

Write your answer in the space below.

 

 

 

 

 

10 Look at the pictures of Ben below. Ben is graduating from highschool in the present. Tell your teacher which
pictures are Ben in the past and which pictures are Ben in the future. 

Write your answer in the space below.
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11 What does the term diversity mean? Give an example of diversity in family life. 

Write your answer in the space below.
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